
WEBVTT 
 
1 
00:00:00.359 --> 00:00:06.750 
Victor Pineiro: Going on beginning the recording now. So hold on I just going to now going to 
bring us onto Facebook. I'll give you the big thumbs up already. 
 
2 
00:00:55.980 --> 00:00:56.970 
Victor Pineiro: Brian you out there. 
 
3 
00:00:59.970 --> 00:01:01.860 
Brian Howard: Yes, share on a page you manage 
 
4 
00:01:02.250 --> 00:01:02.790 
Okay. 
 
5 
00:01:13.980 --> 00:01:15.870 
Victor Pineiro: That's not letting me actually do that. Hold on. 
 
6 
00:01:20.040 --> 00:01:20.400 
Hold on. 
 
7 
00:01:22.320 --> 00:01:23.040 
Victor Pineiro: Let me do it now. 
 
8 
00:01:34.950 --> 00:01:39.000 
Victor Pineiro: It's not letting me share it out on on there. I have to share it on my timeline. 
 
9 
00:01:39.660 --> 00:01:42.300 
Brian Howard: Can you reestablish the connection within zoom 
 
10 
00:01:44.820 --> 00:01:45.540 
Victor Pineiro: In what way. 
 
11 



00:01:47.250 --> 00:01:49.320 
Brian Howard: On the settings and you were able to 
 
12 
00:01:50.520 --> 00:01:53.850 
Brian Howard: You have to connect it to your account to Facebook. 
 
13 
00:01:54.960 --> 00:01:56.430 
Brian Howard: Connect to Facebook account to zoom 
 
14 
00:01:57.690 --> 00:01:59.730 
Victor Pineiro: No, I did that. And I was already in 
 
15 
00:02:05.700 --> 00:02:07.380 
Victor Pineiro: I was already in when I did that. 
 
16 
00:02:07.830 --> 00:02:15.000 
Victor Pineiro: The problem is, it went to my timeline and I stopped it. Now when when I went 
back, it wouldn't let me reconnect that to the bow CS one 
 
17 
00:02:21.210 --> 00:02:24.420 
Victor Pineiro: Or Hold on, let me log out of it and actually log back into it. 
 
18 
00:02:28.410 --> 00:02:35.940 
jodonnell: Does everyone have a message sign this meetings recorded by continuing to be in 
the meeting. You're consenting to be recorded. Do we all need to hit that make it work. 
 
19 
00:02:35.970 --> 00:02:38.100 
Brian Howard: I did, yeah. Everybody me zoom 
 
20 
00:02:38.340 --> 00:02:40.260 
Brian Howard: In zoom will will get that and have to contend to it. 
 
21 
00:02:40.590 --> 00:02:41.010 
Sheryl Brady: Yeah, I 



 
22 
00:02:41.280 --> 00:02:41.790 
Sheryl Brady: Did too. 
 
23 
00:02:43.290 --> 00:02:48.870 
lmcbride: Right now I have. I'm just looking at myself and saying, I'm view Vic’s screen. 
 
24 
00:02:49.770 --> 00:02:51.240 
lmcbride: Yes. Okay. 
 
25 
00:03:04.800 --> 00:03:08.700 
Victor Pineiro: Okay, log back in. We're going to just try one more time just to get back into it. 
 
26 
00:03:18.270 --> 00:03:18.870 
Victor Pineiro: There it is. 
 
27 
00:03:21.510 --> 00:03:24.720 
Victor Pineiro: So much just the bases in southern Westchester BOCES. 
 
28 
00:04:02.310 --> 00:04:03.630 
Victor Pineiro: Couple more seconds, folks. 
 
29 
00:04:16.500 --> 00:04:18.600 
lmcbride: I've got the notification that we are live on Facebook. 
 
30 
00:04:19.530 --> 00:04:20.370 
Victor Pineiro: Ready to go. 
 
31 
00:04:21.060 --> 00:04:30.330 
cathy: So welcome everybody to the April 22 business meeting of Southern Westchester BOCES. 
Thank you for joining us in this unusual format for us. 
 
32 
00:04:30.630 --> 00:04:38.460 



cathy: I do apologize for the slight delay in beginning the meeting because we were trying to 
work out the technology. But I think that everything is up and running now. 
 
33 
00:04:39.390 --> 00:04:49.650 
cathy: Also, I hope you'll excuse me if you see me looking away from time to time, because I'm 
working off multiple devices here that follow my agenda, but I will be looking at all of you who 
are on zoom at the same time. 
 
34 
00:04:50.130 --> 00:04:55.500 
cathy: So please let's open the beginning by rising and joining me and reciting the Pledge of 
Allegiance. 
 
35 
00:04:59.430 --> 00:05:00.450 
cathy: I pledge allegiance. 
 
36 
00:05:00.630 --> 00:05:01.260 
To the flag. 
 
37 
00:05:02.340 --> 00:05:03.210 
cathy: Of the United States of 
 
38 
00:05:03.720 --> 00:05:04.350 
lmcbride: America. 
 
39 
00:05:05.130 --> 00:05:06.660 
cathy: To the Republic for which it stands 
 
40 
00:05:08.160 --> 00:05:09.270 
Sheryl Brady: One Nation one nation. 
 
41 
00:05:09.450 --> 00:05:10.110 
Under God 
 
42 
00:05:14.790 --> 00:05:19.140 



cathy: And please remain standing for just one moment while we observe a moment of silence. 
 
43 
00:05:19.620 --> 00:05:23.460 
cathy: in memory of those friends, colleagues, and family members that 
 
44 
00:05:24.180 --> 00:05:28.230 
cathy: Probably many of us have lost over the last very difficult month 
 
45 
00:05:37.440 --> 00:05:37.950 
cathy: Thank you. 
 
46 
00:05:49.590 --> 00:05:56.760 
cathy: So we will begin our meeting as always with the approval of the minutes of our last 
business meeting for meeting of March 11 
 
47 
00:05:57.930 --> 00:06:03.090 
cathy: All of those board members who were here today. We're actually in attendance of that 
meeting. So all of you can vote on this motion. 
 
48 
00:06:04.530 --> 00:06:12.990 
cathy: For convenience tonight, I would like to ask if Cheryl could make the motions and 
Georgia could do the seconds, please. 
 
49 
00:06:13.740 --> 00:06:16.650 
cathy: And just for purposes of 
 
50 
00:06:16.980 --> 00:06:33.870 
cathy: Trying to make sure we get an accurate count, I think, rather than just use a voice vote. 
I'll ask people to maybe raise their hands so that Valerie and I can see what's going on as we we 
vote on everything. So I'll start by asking, are there any corrections to these minutes 
 
51 
00:06:39.420 --> 00:06:40.110 
Hearing none. 
 
52 



00:06:42.060 --> 00:06:43.140 
cathy: All those in favor, 
 
53 
00:06:44.940 --> 00:06:45.480 
cathy: All right. 
 
54 
00:06:46.230 --> 00:06:53.400 
cathy: I can't see everybody right now. Victor, do we can we not see your screen. But see, that's 
a gallery view or maybe I need to do that. 
 
55 
00:06:53.460 --> 00:06:56.010 
Victor Pineiro: I can, I can stop the share for a moment. Yes. 
 
56 
00:06:56.880 --> 00:06:58.560 
cathy: Okay, because I really need to see what 
 
57 
00:07:00.030 --> 00:07:02.100 
John D: We can actually use my name if you want 
 
58 
00:07:05.610 --> 00:07:07.140 
cathy: I think we've got we've got this one. 
 
59 
00:07:07.800 --> 00:07:09.780 
cathy: Okay, thank you very much. 
 
60 
00:07:10.890 --> 00:07:11.400 
cathy: And 
 
61 
00:07:11.730 --> 00:07:14.760 
Victor Pineiro: Shall I return to the presentation or continue this way. 
 
62 
00:07:15.810 --> 00:07:16.650 
cathy: What do you all think 
 



63 
00:07:18.120 --> 00:07:19.020 
lmcbride: In this way, 
 
64 
00:07:19.290 --> 00:07:20.730 
cathy: I'd like to see people. I think it 
 
65 
00:07:21.420 --> 00:07:26.040 
cathy: feels more like a meeting. If we can see people accepting we absolutely need to have 
your screen share 
 
66 
00:07:27.030 --> 00:07:31.560 
vcermele: Excuse me, Cathy, just to confirm that we have four or five board members in 
attendance. 
 
67 
00:07:31.650 --> 00:07:34.680 
cathy: Okay. Yeah. Why don't you just call the rule about how about that. 
 
68 
00:07:34.860 --> 00:07:36.330 
vcermele: Okay, Kathy. 
 
69 
00:07:36.660 --> 00:07:37.350 
cathy: I'm here. 
 
70 
00:07:37.980 --> 00:07:39.030 
vcermele: John Filiberti. 
 
71 
00:07:41.130 --> 00:07:41.940 
cathy: raises hand. 
 
72 
00:07:42.300 --> 00:07:44.040 
vcermele: Okay. John DeSantis. 
 
73 
00:07:44.100 --> 00:07:44.550 



Air 
 
74 
00:07:45.570 --> 00:07:46.710 
vcermele: Sheryl Brady. 
 
75 
00:07:47.700 --> 00:07:52.260 
vcermele: Here, Bob is not here Valerie's not here yet and Georgia right now 
 
76 
00:07:52.740 --> 00:07:54.690 
lmcbride: Here, I'm here. 
 
77 
00:07:55.530 --> 00:07:56.280 
vcermele: Oh my mistake. 
 
78 
00:07:57.450 --> 00:07:58.050 
lmcbride: I'm here. 
 
79 
00:07:58.260 --> 00:07:59.700 
lmcbride: Can you hear me. Yeah. 
 
80 
00:07:59.730 --> 00:08:00.360 
vcermele: I can hear you. 
 
81 
00:08:00.450 --> 00:08:01.290 
vcermele: I can hear you now. 
 
82 
00:08:01.770 --> 00:08:02.130 
Okay. 
 
83 
00:08:03.270 --> 00:08:03.990 
vcermele: Thank you. 
 
84 
00:08:04.380 --> 00:08:06.180 



cathy: Okay, great. 
 
85 
00:08:06.570 --> 00:08:07.170 
cathy: Thank you. 
 
86 
00:08:08.280 --> 00:08:12.450 
cathy: The next item on our agenda is a report on BOCES vote results. 
 
87 
00:08:13.860 --> 00:08:15.810 
vcermele: I think I have that information. 
 
88 
00:08:15.840 --> 00:08:16.500 
cathy: Thank you. 
 
89 
00:08:18.000 --> 00:08:19.860 
vcermele: Congratulations. 
 
90 
00:08:21.090 --> 00:08:31.740 
vcermele: We have 32 districts. We had 20 districts that voted yes we had one district voted no. 
That was Ardsley 
 
91 
00:08:32.910 --> 00:08:53.130 
vcermele: So far, we've had a four no quorum and then seven no answer. So that equals out 32 
districts and I'd like to congratulate Cheryl and Valarie Williams, for three year term on the 
southern Westchester BOCES board. Congratulations. And congratulations to Steve and his 
team. 
 
92 
00:08:54.090 --> 00:08:59.310 
cathy: Thank you very much. Great job on the budget and welcome back or welcome to Valarie 
our new board member 
 
93 
00:09:00.540 --> 00:09:11.670 
cathy: And I guess I'm not surprised that not all component districts managed to put together a 
meeting this week and a normal schedule. So I think that's a pretty good showing. Given the 
circumstances, we're all dealing with so 



 
94 
00:09:11.760 --> 00:09:12.090 
lmcbride: I have 
 
95 
00:09:12.720 --> 00:09:17.970 
lmcbride: A question does that start officially now we should get one in 
 
96 
00:09:18.480 --> 00:09:20.700 
vcermele: yes. One, it would be on 
 
97 
00:09:20.700 --> 00:09:21.720 
vcermele: July 1 
 
98 
00:09:22.830 --> 00:09:24.810 
vcermele: What is the real. Yeah. 
 
99 
00:09:24.960 --> 00:09:25.530 
OK. 
 
100 
00:09:28.050 --> 00:09:39.570 
cathy: OK. Moving along, there is no need for an executive session tonight. So we'll go right on 
to the other items for board action discussion. The first of those is the resolution to suspend 
 
101 
00:09:41.010 --> 00:09:46.320 
cathy: Policy 22-20 public participation at board meetings which allows public comment during 
meetings on the board. 
 
102 
00:09:46.680 --> 00:09:51.240 
cathy: until further notice. During the COVID-19 crisis. All those in favor, 
 
103 
00:09:51.840 --> 00:09:52.710 
cathy: Aye. Aye. 
 
104 



00:09:53.850 --> 00:09:54.180 
Sheryl Brady: Aye. 
 
105 
00:09:54.450 --> 00:09:56.040 
cathy: Everybody anybody post 
 
106 
00:09:57.630 --> 00:09:59.400 
cathy: Okay, thank you. 
 
107 
00:10:00.600 --> 00:10:09.450 
cathy: The next one is the resolution to adopt the 2020 2021 Southern Westchester BOCES 
administrative capital and program budgets. 
 
108 
00:10:10.140 --> 00:10:14.880 
cathy: It's short. So, for the benefit of the public that may be listening but not viewing. I'm going 
to read this. 
 
109 
00:10:15.540 --> 00:10:20.820 
cathy: Be it resolved that the Board of cooperative educational services or supervisory district 
Westchester County. 
 
110 
00:10:21.270 --> 00:10:49.620 
cathy: Authorizes the expenditure of the sum set forth below in the 2020 2021 general fund 
budget and amounts as far as administrative budget $12,041,981 capital budget $3,320,658 
and program budget $166,889,154. Any questions about that. 
 
111 
00:10:50.700 --> 00:10:53.340 
cathy: We've all seen it. All those in favor, 
 
112 
00:10:54.000 --> 00:10:54.990 
cathy: Aye. Aye. 
 
113 
00:10:56.130 --> 00:10:57.030 
cathy: Anybody opposed. 
 



114 
00:10:58.620 --> 00:10:59.880 
cathy: No abstentions. Correct. 
 
115 
00:11:00.960 --> 00:11:16.830 
cathy: Okay, we have the first readings of two policies tonight. The data privacy policy number 
5676 which is new and the revised acceptable use policy 6413 and I'm going to ask Victor to 
give us some background for us. 
 
116 
00:11:17.220 --> 00:11:25.980 
Victor Pineiro: Sure. Thank you. Catherine the background on it is that under the new 
requirements for Ed law 2D and the part 121 of the Commission's regulations. 
 
117 
00:11:26.310 --> 00:11:29.490 
Victor Pineiro: All school districts have to adopt a data privacy. 
 
118 
00:11:29.700 --> 00:11:39.300 
Victor Pineiro: Policy by July 1 so that is the policy I've submitted for you in the boards review 
what dovetails with that is are acceptable use policy, because as we 
 
119 
00:11:39.750 --> 00:11:51.300 
Victor Pineiro: Started to look at the data privacy policy, we realized that we were going to have 
to update our acceptable use policy to match the information that's in there as well, which is 
also why I have submitted the update to the acceptable use policy. 
 
120 
00:11:52.770 --> 00:11:58.830 
cathy: So thank you, Victor. Does anybody have any questions or comments on these or any 
changes we need to make before the next reading 
 
121 
00:12:02.670 --> 00:12:07.650 
cathy: Alright, well, I have one an acceptable use policy. I think I know the answer to this, but I 
just want to ask it. 
 
122 
00:12:07.710 --> 00:12:14.460 
cathy: Sort of to make it public, Victor is the reference in it to staff inclusive of board members. 
 



123 
00:12:15.240 --> 00:12:16.560 
Victor Pineiro: Yes, I believe it is 
 
124 
00:12:16.920 --> 00:12:29.430 
cathy: OK, so we use both these equipment, as many of us are doing right now on both these 
laptops or whatever it may be. And we are subject to the same acceptable use policy when we 
use the email, whatever it may be. Okay. 
 
125 
00:12:30.900 --> 00:12:33.720 
cathy: Any. Anybody else have any questions, comments. 
 
126 
00:12:34.200 --> 00:12:36.630 
Sheryl Brady: They were very thorough, I have to say. 
 
127 
00:12:37.140 --> 00:12:37.500 
cathy: Oh, yeah. 
 
128 
00:12:38.070 --> 00:12:39.450 
Sheryl Brady: quite detailed so 
 
129 
00:12:40.620 --> 00:12:41.850 
cathy: as one would expect. 
 
130 
00:12:41.970 --> 00:12:51.750 
cathy: Yes so thank you. Victor. Thank you. Thank you for putting this together for us. So no 
action is required on those night. This was just a discussion and information item. 
 
131 
00:12:52.590 --> 00:13:02.010 
cathy: So moving along to the personnel agenda, which was updated this afternoon. I hope you 
also have the most recent update of this 
 
132 
00:13:02.910 --> 00:13:16.500 



cathy: Will begin with always the best news several members of our administrative team are 
recommended for tenure. That would be our own Suzanne Doherty, and Jim Gratto, both of 
whom are with us tonight. 
 
133 
00:13:16.830 --> 00:13:27.660 
cathy: So congratulations to both of you for well deserved recognition and I'm so glad to see 
that this means you're really going to be on our team in a very prominent way. 
 
134 
00:13:28.800 --> 00:13:33.480 
cathy: We make this a commitment to you that you've made to us. So I'm really thrilled to see 
this tonight. 
 
135 
00:13:34.410 --> 00:13:44.700 
cathy: I'm moving along to resignations. One of these is for the purpose of retirement. So I want 
to mention that one and after 19 years 
 
136 
00:13:45.270 --> 00:14:01.410 
cathy: In the BOCES. So we wish will our best in his retirement and then appointments Andrea 
Byrne, who will become the director of special services, she'll be leaving her role as assistant 
director of special services. 
 
137 
00:14:02.400 --> 00:14:16.860 
cathy: Effective next month. All good news and some hourly rate assignments. This is all for the 
summer program on the assumption that we need to be prepared for whatever we may be able 
to do this summer without necessarily knowing what that will be. 
 
138 
00:14:18.270 --> 00:14:28.740 
cathy: Some additional assignments again summer program and some rate adjustments as 
we've discussed, any questions on the certified personnel. Any comments. 
 
139 
00:14:32.460 --> 00:14:39.510 
cathy: Okay, so moving along to non certified personnel some civil service status changes from 
probationary to permanent 
 
140 
00:14:40.020 --> 00:14:52.980 



cathy: A couple of resignations one of those also for the purposes of retirement Jorge Rohena 
after 23 years as a senior network specialist. Again, we wish Jorge, the best in retirement and 
 
141 
00:14:54.960 --> 00:15:06.630 
cathy: A couple of appointments. Some hourly rate assignments again for the summer rate 
adjustment and some other adjustments. Any questions, comments on any of that. 
 
142 
00:15:09.480 --> 00:15:10.770 
cathy: In that case, all those in favor 
 
143 
00:15:11.460 --> 00:15:12.240 
cathy: All right, I 
 
144 
00:15:13.860 --> 00:15:15.570 
cathy: Think I see everybody. Anybody opposed. 
 
145 
00:15:17.010 --> 00:15:18.900 
cathy: Okay, thank you. Unanimous 
 
146 
00:15:19.470 --> 00:15:22.860 
cathy: And. Congratulations. Congratulations  
 
147 
00:15:22.950 --> 00:15:23.820 
 
148 
00:15:26.100 --> 00:15:30.810 
cathy: So moving along to the business agenda. 
 
149 
00:15:33.090 --> 00:15:35.340 
cathy: Let's say, why is this not loading. 
 
150 
00:15:40.050 --> 00:15:43.140 
cathy: Sorry, I'm having a problem with it loading. 
 
151 



00:15:46.560 --> 00:15:49.230 
cathy: But since I've read it, I will pretend I'm reading it again now. 
 
152 
00:15:50.580 --> 00:15:52.800 
cathy: Starting with the Treasurer's Report. Any comments. 
 
153 
00:15:57.780 --> 00:15:59.310 
cathy: Hey, questions, comments. 
 
154 
00:16:01.410 --> 00:16:02.670 
cathy: Especially projects. 
 
155 
00:16:06.750 --> 00:16:08.310 
cathy: Installment purchase agreements. 
 
156 
00:16:10.620 --> 00:16:13.770 
cathy: purchase option planets. Questions, comments. 
 
157 
00:16:14.820 --> 00:16:18.330 
cathy: Contracts and then there was an addendum today. One was added there. 
 
158 
00:16:21.270 --> 00:16:25.140 
cathy: Nothing individual contracts. Questions, comments. 
 
159 
00:16:27.600 --> 00:16:29.880 
cathy: Okay, this is easy and that case. All those in favor, 
 
160 
00:16:30.930 --> 00:16:33.270 
cathy: I. Anybody opposed. 
 
161 
00:16:34.830 --> 00:16:35.370 
cathy: Thank you. 
 
162 



00:16:36.600 --> 00:16:46.050 
cathy: Okay. And when we come to reports of the district superintendent and the chief 
operating officer, you've seen written reports or provided and board docs earlier. 
 
163 
00:16:47.250 --> 00:16:51.780 
cathy: But I'll ask them if they would like to make some brief comments this evening, starting 
with her. 
 
164 
00:16:52.650 --> 00:17:02.730 
Harold A. Coles: Oh, the only thing I was going to share is that meeting with the Commissioner 
yesterday by zoom meeting. She gave us an update on some questions. I don't think 
everybody's been asking one is about the governor's 
 
165 
00:17:03.870 --> 00:17:06.720 
Harold A. Coles: decision about the going forward with 
 
166 
00:17:08.430 --> 00:17:17.910 
Harold A. Coles: Boats gotten happening at the end, I guess, June, there hasn't been any 
termination, but he does have the information works anticipating some kind of 
 
167 
00:17:18.330 --> 00:17:29.940 
Harold A. Coles: Answer to that. That's also linked to a PR and also with a 10 year question. 
Both of those are things that we have to make decisions on right away so that we can move 
forward. But at this point, we're waiting for 
 
168 
00:17:30.750 --> 00:17:36.330 
Harold A. Coles: We're assuming an executive order that would include those two items in it, to 
be able to go forward with 
 
169 
00:17:37.560 --> 00:17:49.740 
Harold A. Coles: The IRS, I asked last week for All school districts in the state to report to the 
Commissioner to give to the dob information about transportation that was gathered up about 
600 different 
 
170 
00:17:50.220 --> 00:17:59.220 



Harold A. Coles: Schools responded and the information was shared there's been some 
question as to transportation between now and into the school year for those people that have 
not having 
 
171 
00:18:00.420 --> 00:18:05.970 
Harold A. Coles: A student services being used. The question was whether those services. We're 
going to be considered get 
 
172 
00:18:07.290 --> 00:18:16.320 
Harold A. Coles: Paid and so there you'll be looking into that and hopefully get an answer back 
to all of us. And the last thing is that 
 
173 
00:18:17.040 --> 00:18:27.660 
Harold A. Coles: You might have heard about the continuity of education plans. There's been a 
lot of discussion about them going forward the district's plans to be able to provide the virtual 
learning for students. 
 
174 
00:18:28.440 --> 00:18:35.460 
Harold A. Coles: When this initially started school districts were given pretty much 48 hours to 
put together a plan and submit on a portal. 
 
175 
00:18:35.880 --> 00:18:50.550 
Harold A. Coles: And the Commissioner between now and Friday will be asking districts to go 
and actually upload their true plan so that agencies and organizations that are interested in 
trying to foil the information could wind up getting information from the Commissioner and 
that's, that's it. 
 
176 
00:18:51.750 --> 00:18:59.190 
cathy: Thank you. Harold up that 48 hour turnaround was sort of optimistic but that seems to 
be how everything happened in mid March so 
 
177 
00:19:00.390 --> 00:19:09.480 
cathy: I think school districts have stepped up in a big way. And so did we. So I'm impressed by 
what we've managed to do in that timeframe. Any questions or comments for Harold. 
 
178 
00:19:12.510 --> 00:19:14.340 



cathy: Okay, Jackie. You're up next. 
 
179 
00:19:14.760 --> 00:19:22.020 
jodonnell: I provided you with a bit of a summary of each of the divisions and all the good work 
that's going on across the district. 
 
180 
00:19:22.770 --> 00:19:30.120 
jodonnell: Our district response team meets twice a day, every day of the week. The Cabinet 
meeting three times a week, the leadership once 
 
181 
00:19:30.660 --> 00:19:37.080 
jodonnell: We've been meeting with all of our partners out in the field on a regular basis. Our 
professional development team has really 
 
182 
00:19:37.770 --> 00:19:45.720 
jodonnell: Been spearheading what they're calling meetups with all different constituent 
groups, the curriculum counsel the center speaks so much about meets twice a week. 
 
183 
00:19:46.680 --> 00:19:50.970 
jodonnell: Kathy has been holding town hall meetings with her entire RIC team. 
 
184 
00:19:51.930 --> 00:20:03.270 
jodonnell: I've been able to attend those. I think you've had an average of 80 people in 
attendance. We've had over 100 people at many of our meetings and we even participated in 
the statewide meeting. 
 
185 
00:20:03.570 --> 00:20:15.540 
jodonnell: To share some of our good practices with students with disabilities yesterday, so 
really good work going on and the summary that we captured for you isn't really my capture 
Brian and I worked collaboratively. 
 
186 
00:20:16.170 --> 00:20:22.740 
jodonnell: With each of the directors and assistant directors to get them to really try to paint a 
picture of the good work that we're doing. 
 
187 



00:20:23.520 --> 00:20:36.450 
jodonnell: Victor is on the extended district response team and a member of the Cabinet and 
leadership as well. And he meets with folks all the time to assess the technology needs that's 
been an interesting growing spot for us. 
 
188 
00:20:37.320 --> 00:20:44.760 
jodonnell: We have learned we deployed, we were able to deploy. We were a little ahead of the 
curve, our first meeting was on March 2 
 
189 
00:20:45.600 --> 00:20:51.090 
jodonnell: Where we brought a team together to start to say, let's plan and we started to 
identify those critical 
 
190 
00:20:52.050 --> 00:21:02.490 
jodonnell: Issues that we needed to address in order to keep the operation running and we 
actually built action plans for each thing we thought was critical. So we started deploying 
technology early 
 
191 
00:21:03.090 --> 00:21:11.970 
jodonnell: But Victor is still in the buildings at least weekly and we've been able to mail 
technology to folks in working out a plan for any technology that needs repairs over time. 
 
192 
00:21:12.600 --> 00:21:31.920 
jodonnell: Teaching teams are meeting and planning and each building instructional team is 
meeting on a regular basis. So I'm really pleased to announce that everything has gone fairly 
smoothly, even though the times have been difficult. The team has done a fantastic job of 
moving to this remote 
 
193 
00:21:33.180 --> 00:21:38.100 
jodonnell: Environment and I just look forward to updating you over time as we continue this 
journey. 
 
194 
00:21:38.940 --> 00:21:48.450 
cathy: Thank you Jackie. I am so impressed by what you all have accomplished, and I, I really 
encourage, not just the board members who I know will do it. But anybody else who may be 
listening to read that report. 
 



195 
00:21:48.780 --> 00:21:58.800 
cathy: Because there's so much interesting information there. And it's just so impressive to me 
how much we are able to do remotely and how much we were able to put together in such a 
short time, which really 
 
196 
00:21:59.100 --> 00:22:03.270 
cathy: Reflects the dedication of our staff at every level. So 
 
197 
00:22:03.660 --> 00:22:14.970 
cathy: You know it's happening throughout the country. This point throughout the world that 
people were trying to do that, but not everybody is succeeding, as well as we have. So I'm, I'm 
really grateful to be part of the team that's doing such a great job. 
 
198 
00:22:15.540 --> 00:22:19.380 
cathy: So does anybody have any questions, comments for Jackie. 
 
199 
00:22:22.230 --> 00:22:32.220 
Sheryl Brady: Okay, so it's just going to make a comment. I too found it just so informative. Um, 
and also very reassuring that on 
 
200 
00:22:34.020 --> 00:22:47.250 
Sheryl Brady: You know, from a perspective of a board member in a school district that there's 
so much going on of, you know, that's regional and collaborative and we're not isolated so I 
really did find that informative, so thank you. 
 
201 
00:22:48.780 --> 00:22:49.620 
cathy: Anybody else 
 
202 
00:22:51.120 --> 00:22:55.170 
cathy: So I'm going to move on to comments from members of the board. 
 
203 
00:22:56.700 --> 00:23:03.330 
cathy: If you'd like to make comments. Don't forget to unmute yourself because we want to 
hear your comments. So does anybody have any 
 



204 
00:23:04.890 --> 00:23:10.020 
GRiedel: I just had a question about the date you asked me about if I was on the meeting. 
 
205 
00:23:10.290 --> 00:23:11.460 
cathy: At the meeting guess 
 
206 
00:23:11.970 --> 00:23:13.380 
GRiedel: That was the end of March. 
 
207 
00:23:14.400 --> 00:23:17.070 
cathy: It was, I don't remember now. 
 
208 
00:23:17.490 --> 00:23:19.440 
GRiedel: 24th of March. Did you 
 
209 
00:23:21.840 --> 00:23:24.390 
cathy: No, I think, is earlier than that in March, but I don't really remember. 
 
210 
00:23:24.720 --> 00:23:28.530 
cathy: It was before everything closed out, it would have been like maybe the second week in 
March. 
 
211 
00:23:28.650 --> 00:23:33.780 
GRiedel: Okay. And that was the meeting that Bob was present and coughing 
 
212 
00:23:34.710 --> 00:23:35.280 
STibbetts: Yes. 
 
213 
00:23:35.700 --> 00:23:36.150 
STibbetts: That was March 11 
 
214 
00:23:37.020 --> 00:23:37.530 
GRiedel: More time 



 
215 
00:23:37.620 --> 00:23:39.540 
cathy: I was there were there. Okay. Okay. 
 
216 
00:23:39.750 --> 00:23:42.330 
cathy: In that case, we were correct. And we approved the minutes as they were 
 
217 
00:23:42.630 --> 00:23:43.230 
cathy: Thank you for 
 
218 
00:23:43.290 --> 00:23:43.590 
cathy: For me, 
 
219 
00:23:45.450 --> 00:23:45.720 
vcermele: Thank 
 
220 
00:23:47.160 --> 00:23:48.120 
cathy: Anybody else 
 
221 
00:23:49.260 --> 00:23:50.340 
cathy: Questions, comments. 
 
222 
00:23:52.230 --> 00:23:52.350 
I 
 
223 
00:23:53.850 --> 00:23:58.440 
John D: Found that zoom, which is a great instrument to to communicate. 
 
224 
00:23:59.520 --> 00:24:08.040 
John D: In the beginning, I thought this would be less work and I found that between my job 
and other other commitments, I'm working around 10 hours a day. 
 
225 
00:24:09.810 --> 00:24:14.700 



cathy: I'm doing exactly the same my 20 hour week job is now about 45 to 50 
 
226 
00:24:15.000 --> 00:24:20.520 
cathy: And then when I done I spend time like zooming with all of my three children together 
and their significant other, which is great. 
 
227 
00:24:20.940 --> 00:24:24.450 
cathy: But it's a long day. So you're right. It does. 
 
228 
00:24:24.480 --> 00:24:29.460 
cathy: It doesn't really reduce the work that's done, but I think it's great for facilitating 
communication, for sure. 
 
229 
00:24:30.210 --> 00:24:32.820 
cathy: Absolutely. So anybody else. 
 
230 
00:24:33.420 --> 00:24:35.490 
lmcbride: On the page just. Can you hear me. 
 
231 
00:24:36.300 --> 00:24:45.750 
lmcbride: Yep, I just want to. I'm grateful for the technology. I had to learn the technology, isn't 
it, but this has been amazing 
 
232 
00:24:46.830 --> 00:25:05.340 
lmcbride: In terms of the opportunity in the learning curve. I'm also very proud of what the 
district administration has been doing and I just look forward when we can all be in the same 
room and can see each other and help each other and 
 
233 
00:25:06.510 --> 00:25:09.450 
lmcbride: Hopefully back to normal and not the new norm. 
 
234 
00:25:09.990 --> 00:25:18.120 
cathy: I absolutely agree land. Well, said I want us all the back there are unhealthy and enjoying 
each other's company again in the near future. 
 



235 
00:25:19.860 --> 00:25:21.180 
cathy: Any other board comments. 
 
236 
00:25:23.130 --> 00:25:33.630 
cathy: Okay, members of the staff. I can't really go around in order because I think you may all 
see it differently. So again, unmute yourself if you'd like to speak and feel free anybody 
 
237 
00:25:36.510 --> 00:25:37.440 
cathy: No, no. 
 
238 
00:25:39.420 --> 00:25:51.390 
cathy: Okay, there is no need for an executive session. So this is your last opportunity if 
anybody has anything else they need to share, let me know otherwise I'm going to call for a 
motion to adjourn. 
 
239 
00:25:51.780 --> 00:25:56.670 
Sheryl Brady: I'll just say thank you. I look forward to being on the board for, you know, three 
more years so 
 
240 
00:25:57.600 --> 00:25:58.740 
cathy: We're glad I will be 
 
241 
00:25:58.980 --> 00:26:00.030 
Sheryl Brady: Proud to work with you. 
 
242 
00:26:02.310 --> 00:26:03.090 
cathy: Anybody else 
 
243 
00:26:05.610 --> 00:26:06.930 
cathy: Yeah, I have a motion to adjourn. 
 
244 
00:26:07.350 --> 00:26:07.920 
John D: So we'll 
 



245 
00:26:08.160 --> 00:26:08.760 
lmcbride: Move. 
 
246 
00:26:09.000 --> 00:26:11.070 
cathy: All those in favor. Aye. 
 
247 
00:26:11.160 --> 00:26:13.290 
cathy: Aye. Any opposed. 
 
248 
00:26:14.340 --> 00:26:22.230 
cathy: Thank you very much. We are adjourned until the next time, and thank you for your 
cooperation with this new technology. I think we did a great job and 
 
249 
00:26:22.710 --> 00:26:23.880 
cathy: Everybody out there on Facebook. 
 
250 
00:26:24.240 --> 00:26:25.920 
GRiedel: Thank you Victor. Hey, 
 
251 
00:26:26.010 --> 00:26:27.240 
vcermele: I want to say. 
 
252 
00:26:27.600 --> 00:26:29.010 
John D: Thank you. Okay. 
 
253 
00:26:29.400 --> 00:26:29.700 
On 
 
254 
00:26:30.960 --> 00:26:31.530 
lmcbride: Tonight. 
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